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STARSYS PASSIVE LOCK
SECURITY SYSTEM

Designed for environments where aesthetics are

important and cleanliness is essential, Starsys is

a modular storage system that meets the

demands for storage, transport and productivity

centers. Its polymer design won’t rust, dent, chip

or flake, unlike other products constructed of

metal or particleboard. Its modular design allows

it to be configured for a specific need and then

be reconfigured to meet the rapid and constant

change in today’s health care and laboratory

environments.The Starsys Passive Lock

provides the added feature of visual security.

You can be confident that your supplies are

untouched, with a quick look at the security seal.

• Systems Oriented - Provides security 

feature typically available only on carts.  

Available on Starsys carts or Starsys 

WorkCenters. 

• Saves Time - Provides instant inventory 

check.  Secures each drawer individually.  

Inventory only those drawers that have a 

broken seal.

• Increases Productivity - Removable totes 

reduce down time by allowing instant 

replenishment with pre-stocked totes.

• Improves Ergonomics - Drawers are easily 

reconfigured without tools allowing the most 

frequently used drawers to be relocated to 

the top of the cart.

SXS43CM6

SX36WC14 Shown with SXPSLK-30.

Close-up of tab.

Close-up of system
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STARSYS PASSIVE LOCK
SECURITY SYSTEM

Available in three nominal heights: 30", 33" & 36" (762 mm, 838mm, & 914mm).

Cat No. Description

SXPSLK-30 30" H (762mm) security bar, drawer tabs and 100 security seals

SXPSLK-33 33" H (838mm) security bar, drawer tabs and 100 security seals

SXPSLK-36 36" H (914mm) security bar, drawer tabs and 100 security seals

LEC9900A Bag of 100 security seals

SXS40CM1 40" H (1016mm) with passive lock as shown. (blue drawer pulls)

SXS43CM6 43" H (1092mm) with passive lock (includes side pods, side bins, 

wastebasket and sharps holder) (blue drawer pulls).

Notes:

1. Security bar must be mounted on left side of unit.

2. Security bar can not be installed on center post(s) of double or triple wide units.

3. Security bar and drawer tabs are factory installed. Replacement drawers are available by ordering drawer 

part number (i.e. SX3(color)) and drawer tab (RPSXDWR-TAB) individually on the same purchase order.

Insert security seal. Open drawerClose security seal.

It’s easy as 1 - 2 - 3

SXS40CM1

Reconfigure without tools. Removable totes allow instant

replenishment.

Close-up

of system

1. 2.

Installation: 

3.

Access:
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